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This project is devoted to monitor and analyze the labour market using the publicly available data on job offers, CVs and companies gathered from open data sources and recruitment agencies. The relevance of the project is that some current work areas have already overcrowded, some are outdated, or may have a little need for the new employees, and some new and growing industries are proposing good job offers. The result obtained at the project allows one to have a look on the labor market at different levels for each region of Russia. This information is useful not only for school graduates, students and people who is just looking for a better job for themselves, but also for the employers and bodies of authority. It is also can be useful for universities to estimate the relevance of the educational programs they offer.
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1. Motivation

Like for many countries, one of the most important issues in Russia is the problem of employment.

According to the official state statistic, in January 2018 the unemployment rate in Russia was about 5.2% [1], and about 22 million people live below the subsistence level line [2]. This could say about some problems in job market in Russia, and to overcome them the labour market should be carefully studied.

Labour market is a big and complex system, interconnected with many other systems of the society and state. The demand for professions changes every year, vacancies and industries which yesterday have been relevant, already today may not be in irrelevant. And this is also with professional skills.

This project’s aim is to provide country-level monitoring and analysis of the labour market basing on the publicly available data on job offers, CVs and companies gathered from open data projects and recruitment agencies. Certainly, this topic involves educational institutions, state enterprises, employers, households, citizens, etc. Universities teach students in obsolete areas that are not demanded by the labor market. If employers offer unattractive conditions and people leave the region, in this way in some regions there are no specialists in some professional areas etc. Results of this project will be useful for all the parties mentioned.

2. Labour market data gathering and analysis

The process of data gathering and processing consists of three stages. Technologies used on each level are shown on the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Data processing workflow

The first step is data gathering and joining from several sources. One of the key tasks is the collection of job offers data from open sources and recruitment agencies, because we will analyze this data to get the result of the study. While preparing the data gathering, a dozen of open sources was considered. To fully evaluate the labour market in each region of the country, it was decided to use data from largest open sources: HeadHunter.ru, SuperJob.ru, TrudVsem.ru (in the total amount it is about 1 500 000 vacancies active vacancies daily). Each of sources have API, that proved to be very useful for parsing all vacancies with necessary data like a requirement, responsibility, professional area salary, city and others. To collect data, we use Python with «request» module and with connecting to the API of sites.
The second step is data preprocessing. After first step follows no less important task — phase of data pre-processing: structuring, search and removal duplicate job offers from different sources etc. To find duplicate records, the text categorization approach is used [3].

At the third step the data analysis is been made. The core part here is matching the job offers with the official professions reference. This analysis is performed in a vector space: basing on the vectors for single words and phrases, the vectors for job offers and the descriptions of the professions are constructed using the specially tuned algorithm. Then vacancies and professions are being matched by finding the closest vector if any. For example, we use TF-IDF for identify most important requirement for each job market area [4] and sqrtcos similarity between texts [5]. Also, this step involves using of machine learning algorithms the vector representation is constructed using gensim word2vec [6], then the closest ones are selected basing on cosine distance [7]. For Russian language, RusVectorēs models [8] are used.

Data pre-processing and analysis are very resource-intensive and involves huge amount of data, so it was decided to use the cluster system Apache Spark. All this process based on a cluster system Apache Spark [9, 10]. In-memory computations on a cluster for the considered task gives almost linear scalability against the number of CPU cores involved.
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4. Conclusion

The result obtained at the end will show a detailed situation of job market by each region, it will allow one to have a look on the labor market on different levels. There will be a great opportunity to check which vacancies are relevant in one or another area, identify average wage, what should to know for employment for each professional area, knowledge of which specialists should be trained in higher education institutions etc.

This information is useful not only for school graduates, students and people who is just looking for a better job for themselves, but also for the employers. It is also can be useful for universities to estimate the relevance of the educational programs they offer. And surely it will have an excellent effect on the level of unemployment in the country for better development.
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